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CCE helps develop
soft skills, patriotism
When Citizenship Education was
subject of Civics and rebranded as CCE, there was hope
Citizenship Education that the subject would bring to
(CCE) has died a nat gether children of different eth

ARE we aware that the

ural death in all

Malaysian primary schools?
When it was reintroduced in

the classroom could be trans

formed into action during the
10hour allocation. The Education

Ministry allocated a certain budget

nicity and religion, to sit together for this special project.
and be educated based on the phi
If the implementation had been
losophy of CCE.
effective then, we would not have

CCE was a core subject that was to specifically educate and incul
announced its implementation introduced in stages in all primary cate university students with soft

2004, the then education minister

and reasons for giving Citizenship and secondary schools from Stan skills and effective communication
Education a fresh curriculum. Fo

cus of CCE was on knowledge, skills
and values.
Moral Education teachers then

complained that the subject and
CCE were very similar. However, in
reality it was not.
Moral Education was taught to
only nonMuslims but CCE was
taught to all students. Moral Ed
ucation focused on moral thinking,
moral feeling and moral action.
CCE focused on knowledge, skills

and values. Thus, the overlapping

dard Four to Form Five.

strategies.
Its aim was to develop students
Primary students involved in
to become patriotic citizens, who CCE projects would have learnt the
can cooperate and collaborate to soft skills in a natural and au
wards working as a team, resolve thentic manner.
conflicts without violence, love
These skills would have devel
and protect nature and the en oped and strengthened as students
vironment, and progressively con in secondary schools start involv
tribute towards the development of ing themselves with more serious
citizenship and the nation.
community service projects. Most
The teaching and learning were importantly, there would have
mainly focused on student cen been a natural bridge between
tredness and handson activities.

Muslim and nonMuslim students

CCE was a great stepping stone to come together and work on pro

aspect here is values, but values in towards construction of soft jects as one team, one nation.
CCE is focused on nationhood and
civic consciousness.

skills among students, especially

I was personally involved in the
structuring of the CCE curriculum
in early 2000, and saw great hope
in students learning knowledge,

There was an allocation of 10 hours system and we need sound CCE
outside the formal curriculum foundations for our students
timetable for students to be in to withstand local and global

skills and values as one collective

Digital citizenship is creeping
starting from primary school. fast into our primary education

volved and interact among them challenges.
selves, the school, community
Happy Malaysia Day.

group. Currently, valuebased sub and the nation.
Appropriate nationbuilding ■ DRVISHALACHE
jects like Islamic Studies and Moral
Education are studied separately and community servicebased pro BALAKRISHNAN,
by Muslim and nonMuslim stu jects were prepared for each Senior Lecturer, Faculty of Educa
dents.

standard so that what was learnt in

tion, Universiti Malaya
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Digital citizenship is creeping fast into our
primary education system and we need
sound CCE foundations for our students to
withstand local and global challenges.

